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Summary 

The basic nature of the transport and dispersion of a dense gas plume in the simulated neutral 
atmospheric boundary layer of a wind tunnel was investigated, both in flat terrain and over a 
ramp. Measurements were made of the concentration fields downstream of a ground-level, circular 
source; these measurements consisted of longitudinal ground-level, vertical, and crosswind profiles 
at various distances downwind. Both neutrally buoyant (air) and negatively buoyant (CO,) source 
gases were used so that the specific effects of the density difference could be observed. Similarly, 
measurements were made in both flat terrain and over the ramp (14” slope followed by an elevated 
plateau) so that specific effects of the terrain could be observed. Flow visualization was done to 
ascertain that the dense plume was turbulent, hence, that the effects of molecular properties were 
insignificant. For the particular value of the buoyancy parameter used in these experiments, the 
plume buoyancy was significant; the resulting dense plume was significantly wider in the lateral 
direction and much narrower in the vertical direction, yet the longitudinal ground-level concen- 
tration profile downwind was essentially identical to that from the neutral plume. The lateral 
concentration profiles of the neutral plumes were essentially Gaussian in character, whereas the 
dense gas plumes exhibited top-hat distributions for considerable distances from the source. The 
vertical concentration profiles of the neutral plumes were not Gaussian, but displayed variations 
of the form C/C_ = exp ( - Azn ) with n u 1.5. On the other hand, the dense gas plumes displayed 
vertical variations of the form C/C,, = exp [ -z/Z] , where Z is the centroid of the distribution. 
The net effect of the ramp on the dense gas plume was a small reduction in ground-level concen- 
tration (less than a factor of two, even for a source relatively close to the base of the ramp). This 
reduction was quite similar to that observed for the neutral plume. 

1. Introduction 

Toxic and hazardous materials, when accidentally released, frequently lead 
to clouds or plumes that have a density different from the environment. When 
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the release has a smaller density than the environment (positively buoyant), 
the gas will rise away from the ground and populated areas, generally produc- 
ing low ground-level concentrations. The release of material that is neutrally 
buoyant (the same density as the environment) has been extensively studied 
( e.g., Ref. [ 1,2] ) , although the release conditions (large volume, time-depen- 
dent) often preclude the simple application of these results. Negatively buoy- 
ant releases can produce clouds or plumes that cover large surface areas with 
limited vertical extent: a shape that is unfortunate when considering its pos- 
sible environmental consequences. The importance of the density difference 
between the release gas and the environment depends strongly upon the vol- 
ume of release or the release rate and the ambient wind speed [ 31. 

1.1 Background 
Considerable effort has been expended over the last few years investigating 

the structure of dense gas clouds and plumes in idealized flat terrain [ 41, and 
our understanding of these flows has markedly improved. There is still much 
to do, however, in the development and testing of efficient numerical codes 
that correctly incorporate the relevant physics, in determining the limitations 
and advantages of fluid modeling, and in obtaining and analyzing field data. 
In addition, it must be recognized that the eventual user of this knowledge 
(attempting, for example, a risk assessment study) must consider the far more 
complicated problems of incorporating real terrain and local obstacles, and, as 
a result, has sought more effort in these areas ( [ 41, p. 247). 

Common sense suggests that topography, in the form of ground slope, iso- 
lated hills or more complex terrain, will alter or divert the cloud or plume. The 
topography may enhance plume dilution and divert the plume away from re- 
gions of elevated terrain. Alternately, the dense plume may be channeled into 
valleys or low-lying areas and be protected there from the diluting influence of 
the ambient flow. 

The importance of the terrain slope is particularly apparent when the wind 
speed is insignificant. Entrainment theory can be applied to two-dimensional 
sources on two-dimensional slopes [ 51. Observations support the predictions 
that entrainment into the plume and subsequent plume dilution increases with 
slope in a manner so as to ensure that the plume velocity is independent of 
distance down the slope and very nearly independent of the value of the slope. 
Similar results also hold for the starting plume [ 61, and the downslope veloc- 
ities are generally about U, z (g,’ qO) ‘13, where g, ’ =g (p,,/p, - 1) , p. is the source 
density, pa the ambient density, and qO the volume flow rate of source material 
per unit width across the slope. An alternative formulation of this result that 
will prove useful later is U, z (g,‘?) 1/2, where g,’ -g&/pa- 1) , p,,, is the 
maximum density in the plume, and 5 is the centroid of the density distribu- 
tion. Two-dimensional instantaneous releases on two-dimensional slopes have 
downslope flows that decrease with time or distance [ 71. Point-source releases 
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on slopes have received less attention, although Feitz [ 81 undertook a variety 
of laboratory experiments and found difficulty in obtaining a fully turbulent 
plume. In all these cases, slopes of 5” or larger were used, since smaller slopes 
led to laminar or laminar-like plumes. 

Ellison and Turner [ 51 also considered the two-dimensional plume/two- 
dimensional slope problem with a moving ambient and found agreement be- 
tween their observations and application of an entrainment theory. They were 
able to show that an ambient upslope velocity of 2 to 3 times the plume down- 
slope velocity (with no ambient velocity ) , Up, would lead to an upslope plume 
flow. However, they stressed that their analysis is only valid when the moving 
ambient is non-turbulent and either opposes the buoyancy-driven motion or, 
if they are in the same direction, the ambient flow is smaller than the buoy- 
ancy-driven flow. Under some weak conditions, the solution is such that the 
ambient velocity is merely added to U,. Dilution of the plume is reduced by a 
factor of U,/ ( U, + U,) for a downslope ambient velocity U,, and increased by 
the same factor for an upslope ambient flow. 

These observations are of limited use in many atmospheric dispersion prob- 
lems where the buoyant plume is also being altered by a turbulent boundary 
layer. Hall et al. [ 91 extended a study of dense gas plumes to include cases 
where a continuous plume was released on a 1:12 ramp. With ambient flow 
down the slope, the plume was narrower than that on a flat surface; alternately, 
the plume advanced down the slope against an upslope ambient flow until it 
reached the ramp bottom. It then widened considerably before being carried 
up the slope. In the absence of the slope, the plume width at the source was 
about 1 m. A two-dimensional release confined to this width would produce a 
downslope flow Up of about 0.35 m/s with no ambient flow. This is only a little 
smaller than the reference velocity used in the experiment; the strong influ- 
ence of slope is not surprising. However, little information is available and 
these early experiments may have had laminar-like flows. 

In an analysis taking account of a turbulent, ambient flow, Fay and Ranck 
[lo] suggested that terrain effects were of consequence when u?/g,‘Z< c @, 
where u, is the friction velocity (of the ambient flow) and 8 is the (small) 
slope in radians. They found that an upslope flow would be retarded (with an 
increased dilution), whereas the downslope flow would have a larger velocity 
(with a decreased dilution). These results are similar to those of Ellison and 
Turner [ 5 1. 

Some of the field experiments with instantaneous releases at Porton Down 
[ 111 showed evidence of slope influence; however, the interpretation of these 
transient experiments will not be attempted here. The Burro 8 field experi- 
ment [ 121 may have been influenced by terrain, since u?/g,‘Z was smaller 
than the slope near the source. However, specific conclusions are not easily 
drawn. The unusual, bifurcated plume development of that test did not reflect 
local topography. 
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I.2 Goals 
The current study had two main goals. The first was to measure in detail a 

particular dense gas plume and thereby increase our understanding of such 
plumes. It was not intended to physically model any particular situation. What 
was intended was to study a dense gas plume in a deep turbulent boundary 
layer under conditions in which molecular effects were insignificant (e.g., large 
Reynolds and Peclet numbers) and the negative buoyancy was of significance 
in determining the plume structure. A physically large plume was also a re- 
quirement to enable detailed investigation of the plume structure. That is, no 
modeling assumptions and/or approximations were to be made over and above 
those required in the case of a neutrally buoyant plume. We consider later what 
limitations our observations on dense-plume structure place on fluid modeling 
and the approximations used to extend modeling results by allowing distortions. 

Specific physical modeling aside, laboratory experiments provide well-con- 
trolled, inexpensive and quick results that aid in the development and verifi- 
cation of numerical models. Of course, it is essential that the numerical model 
correctly contain all the relevant physics of the problem and that the labora- 
tory experiment adequately tests the modeling of the relevant physics. 

The second, more novel, goal was to observe and quantify the interaction of 
a dense-gas plume with a simple terrain feature. With these goals in mind the 
following experiment was devised. 

1.3 The experiments 
The experiment investigated the basic nature of the transport and disper- 

sion of a dense gas plume in a simulated neutral atmospheric boundary layer, 
both in flat terrain and over a ramp with nominal slope of 14”. This was a 
natural extension of previous work at the Fluid Modeling Facility, utilizing 
knowledge gained from projects on (1) the boundary layer structure and dis- 
persion of neutral plumes from ground-level and elevated sources in a simu- 
lated neutral atmospheric boundary layer [ 13,141, (2) the flow structure and 
dispersion of neutral plumes from ground-level and elevated point sources up- 
wind of a 14’ ramp followed by an elevated plateau [ 15 1, ( 3 ) the structure of 
turbulence and dispersion in stably stratified fluids [ 161 and (4) the flow of 
stably stratified fluids around isolated hills of simple geometry [ 171. 

The new addition in the current work was, of course, the dense gas; the 
excess density was obtainedusing carbon dioxide ( CO,) which, with molecular 
weight of 44, is 52% heavier than air. The plume was tracked by mixing a small 
fraction (3% by volume) of ethane (C&H,) with the CO, and using flame ion- 
ization detectors ( FIDs) to measure concentrations downstream. 

We were aware that the stabilizing effect of the density gradient could effect 
a laminarization of the plume, a problem we believe renders some laboratory 
studies unrealistic (hence, should be avoided). The first exercise, therefore, 
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was a flow visualization study wherein the same mass flux of CO, was used in 
the source as was to be used in the later quantitative studies, and smoke was 
injected into it to make the plume visible. This plume was observed (and pho- 
tographed) at several wind speeds to ascertain whether its basic character was 
laminar or turbulent. The lowest wind speed at which the plume appeared fully 
turbulent was approximately 1 m/s, and this wind speed was thus used for the 
quantitative tests conducted later. With this wind speed, the Reynolds number 
based on the size of the roughness elements, ku&, was about 20, which is only 
marginal in producing an aerodynamically rough-wall flow [ 18 ] . 

The work is most easily described by dividing it into three phases. In each 
of the phases, both neutral and dense gases were emitted into the stream from 
the source, and the resulting plumes were characterized through concentration 
measurements made downstream: longitudinal, lateral and vertical profiles at 
several locations for each plume. In Phase I, the terrain was flat, consisting 
only of the roughness panels used to generate the boundary layer. In Phase II, 
the 14' ramp was placed with base (beginning of upward slope ) approximately 
1800 mm downwind of the source. In Phase III, the same ramp was placed with 
base approximately 600 mm downwind of the source. Because of the necessar- 
ily large mass flux but desired small efflux velocity (to avoid rapid initial di- 
lution and so complicate the problem further ) , an area source was used instead 
of the point source used in previous studies. An area source is typical of many 
release scenarios postulated. Many releases, specific in type very close to the 
source, might at some short distance downwind be considered an area source 
of some new volume flow rate and new initial density. 

2. Experimental arrangements 

The experimental work was conducted in the EPA Fluid Modeling Facility’s 
Meteorological Wind Tunnel, which has a test section 3.7 m wide, 2.1 m high 
and 18.3 m long, and is described in detail by Snyder [ 191. A simulated neutral 
atmospheric boundary layer was developed using a 153 mm high fence just 
downstrean (65 cm) of the entrance to the test section and gravel roughness 
(10 mm) covering the entire floor downstream of the fence. This arrangement 
was similar but not identical to that described by Castro and Snyder [ 131 and 
Snyder and Britter [ 141; because of the much lower wind speed in the current 
study (1 m/s rather than 4 m/s), a honeycomb was used at the exit of the 
contraction to provide better uniformity and stability of the flow. The ceiling 
height was adjusted in accordance with previous measurements made with 
similar geometry (but at a free-stream wind speed of 4 m/s) to reduce varia- 
tions in free-stream speed to less than 2%. 

Extensive measurements of the boundary-layer structure at 4 m/s were made 
by Snyder and Britter [ 141 and Castro and Snyder [ 131. Because of the dif- 
ficulties of using hot-wire anemometry at the very low wind speeds, only lim- 
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the test section, source, and ramps. All dimensions in mm. (a) Basic flat- 
terrain setup; (b) Ramp installations. Phase III dimensions shown in square brackets. 

ited measurements ( mean velocity and longitudinal velocity fluctuations) were 
made at 1 m/s using a pulsed-wire anemometer [ZO] . Measurements of the 
dispersive characteristics were also made at the wind speed of 1 m/s and com- 
pared with those taken at 4 m/s. Both of these sets of comparisons showed that 
the boundary layer was essentially independent of Reynolds number, even at 
1 m/s. 

The “source” consisted of a metal cylinder (104 mm diameter) filled with 
gravel through which the source gas flowed. The top of the cylinder was flush 
with the floor of the test section, and the gravel was spread such as to maintain 
a homogeneous surface roughness across the entire floor of the tunnel, includ- 
ing the source itself. The effluent was thus effectively uniform over a circular 
area of 104 mm diameter. The efflux velocity was approximately 6 cm/s, slightly 
larger than the friction velocity U, (4.8 cm/s) at the free-stream speed of 1 
m/s. 

In the flat-terrain tests, of course, the tunnel floor was flat and covered with 
gravel roughness. In the second phase, a ramp was installed with base (begin- 
ning of slope) at a distance of 1800 mm downwind of the center of the source. 
The slope of the ramp was 14”) or 1:4 (in actual construction, the slope was 
slightly smaller, as shown in Fig. 1) . An elevated plateau extended 4.9 m down- 
wind of the top of the ramp. The ramp and the plateau were covered with the 
same gravel roughness as the flat terrain. In the third phase, the ramp was 
moved closer to the source, with base 600 mm from the source center. The 
elevated plateau extended, in this case, 7.3 m downwind of the top of the ramp. 
The configuration of the test section, source, and models is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. Flow structure at source position with free-stream wind speeds of 1 m/s (A ) and 4 m/s 
( q  ,0 ) . (a) Mean velocity profiles; (b) Longitudinal turbulence intensity profiles. 

Ethane was used as the tracer gas in these experiments, and flame ionization 
detectors (FIDs) were used to measure the concentrations. Except for a few 
cases (where the tunnel wind speed was quadrupled or when measurements 
were to be made very close to the source), the ethane flow rate was maintained 
at 900 cc/min. Similarly, air for the neutral plume studies or carbon dioxide 
for the dense plume studies was maintained at the rate of 30,000 cc/min. The 
FIDs were calibrated in accordance with standard procedures [ 211 using etha- 
ne/air mixtures; the response of the FIDs to ethane/carbon dioxide/air was 
investigated separately. 

As mentioned above, the volume ratio of ethane to carbon dioxide in the 
dense gas mixture at the source was maintained constant (at 0.0291 pts 
C2HG/pts CO,). In this separate series of tests, this “source” mixture was di- 
luted with known amounts of air, and the resulting mixtures were sampled by 
the FIDs. The FIDs (having been calibrated with ethane/air mixtures) indi- 
cated consistently larger values of ethane than actually existed, presumably 
because of the presence of the COz; the ratio of actual to indicated concentra- 
tion was 0.902 ‘_’ 0.024 over the range of source-gas dilutions of 5 to 300. All 
concentrations shown herein have been corrected in accordance with these 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of longitudinal surface concentration profiles from a neutrally buoyant source 
with free-stream wind speeds of 1 m/s ( A ) and 4 m/s ( 0 ) . 

Fig. 4. Streamlines over ramp derived from mean velocity profiles. 

findings, and are reported as fractions of source concentration, i.e., C/C, in 
percent by volume. 

The outputs of the FIDs were sampled using a microcomputer with a Data 
Translation A/D converter. The sampling rate was 20 samples/s, although the 
response time of the FIDs was much slower, approximately 1 s. The sampling 
duration was 2 min. Because of the small wind speed and the relatively small 
averaging time, the scatter in the concentration data is somewhat larger than 
is usually observed. 



3. Presentation of results 

3.1 Boundary layer structure 
The simulated atmospheric boundary layer at U, = 4 to 8 m/s has good lat- 

eral homogeneity and develops slowly between 8 m and 18 m downstream from 
the fence. It has a boundary layer thickness 6 of about 800 mm, and measure- 
ments at 8 m downstream from the fence produced a roughness length z, = 0.13 
mm and a friction velocity of u,/U, = 0.048 [ 131. The mean velocity and lon- 
gitudinal turbulent velocity profiles are reproduced in Fig. 2, where both vari- 
ables are non-dimensionalized with the free-stream velocity U,. The near-wall 
ratios u’/u,, v’/u, and w’/u, are 2.6,1.8 and 1.3, where u’, v’ and w’ are the 
r.m.s. longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocity fluctuations, respectively. 

Velocity measurements at a nominal free-stream velocity of 1 m/s were made 
in an earlier independent study with a pulsed-wire anemometer; these are also 
shown in Fig. 2. From the figure, it is evident that a slightly smaller boundary 
layer thickness of 700 mm is more appropriate at the smaller wind speed. There 
is also an apparent reduction of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations by about 
10%. The profile of mean velocity was well fitted by the near-wall logarithmic 
law using the same z, of 0.13 mm as was obtained with U, = 4 m/s and a fric- 
tion velocity deduced such that uJUoo- -0.048. A check on the free-stream 
velocity was obtained by timing smoke puffs as they passed through the tunnel 
outside the boundary layer. The deduced velocity of 0.95 ? 0.02 m/s was taken 
as the free-stream velocity in the subsequent quantitative measurements. 

To further document any variations of the boundary layer structure with 
free-stream velocity, profiles of the mean concentration at ground level (ac- 
tually, z= 5 mm) with free-stream velocity and source flow rate increased by 
factors of 4 were compared with those with a nominal free-stream velocity of 
1 m/s. The comparison of ground-level concentrations along the centerline 
(Fig. 3) does show some variation with free-stream velocity; however, the dif- 
ferences are small and comparable with those expected from the random vari- 
ations of concentration resulting from the limited averaging time. Lateral and 
vertical profiles at X= 2500 mm both showed small reductions in plume dimen- 
sions at the smaller velocity, by 3% in oY and 6% in Z; both these values are 
comparable with the experimental repeatability. 

3.2 Flow structure over the ramp 
An earlier investigation (unpublished though partially reported by Thomp- 

son and Snyder [ 151 used the same boundary layer (but with U, =4 m/s) 
and addressed the flow over the ramp and dispersion from point sources up- 
stream of the ramp. The streamline pattern over the ramp (Fig. 4) shows a 
deceleration of the flow upstream of the ramp base and a subsequent acceler- 
ation to the ramp top. The mean velocity at a fixed height above the surface, 
z/h=0.2 (2~50 mm) for example, was reduced by 40% at the ramp base and 
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increased by 50% at the ramp top. Mean velocities measured on a given stream- 
line would show slightly smaller changes. Only small changes in the absolute 
magnitudes of the three turbulence components were noted. The turbulent 
velocities (again at zlhc0.2) were altered by + 10% (u’), - 10% (u’) and 0% 
(w’) atthebaseoftheramp,andby -10% (u’), -10% (u’) and +20% (w’) 
at the top of the ramp. 

3.3 Flow visualization 
Flow visualization was done prior to the collection of quantitative data to 

obtain a quick idea of the effects of wind speed and of the terrain, and to as- 
certain the conditions under which plume laminarization would occur, One 
video and three still cameras were set up to provide various views of the plumes. 
The source geometry was as described earlier, and pure COz was emitted from 
the source at the rate of 30,000 cc/min. Mineral oil was vaporized directly into 
the CO, stream to make the plume visible; previous experience suggests that 
smoke added in this manner does not significantly alter the density of the 
source gas. 

Photographs were taken of the plumes over both flat terrain and over the 
ramp (Phase II), at nominal free-stream wind speeds of 4, 2,1, 0.75, and 0.50 
m/s. Some of these are shown in Fig. 5. At wind speeds of 2 and 4 m/s, no 
density effects were obvious, as the visual plumes appeared identical at the two 
wind speeds. At 1 m/s, the negative buoyancy of the plume was quite evident, 
as the visual plume was about 1000 mm wide at X= 1800 mm. Strong density 
effects and some plume laminarization were seen at U, = 0.75 m/s. The plume 
was clearly laminar at U m = 0.5 m/s (Fig. 6) _ The ramp appeared to cause a 
significantly wider visual plume (Fig. 5) ; estimates from the photographs sug- 
gested 30% wider visual plumes at both wind speeds. 

3.4 The plumes in flat terrain 
Despite the different plume shapes seen in the flow visualization, the ground- 

level concentrations downstream from the source on the centerline are strik- 
ingly similar when the neutral and dense plumes are compared (Fig. 7). The 
neutral plume concentration decreases with x as a power law with an exponent 
of about - 1 until XE 1000 mm, whereafter an exponent of - 1.5 is more ap- 
propriate. The latter exponent is typical of laboratory data [ 141. Close to the 
source, the finite source size, in particular the finite source width, produced a 
slower decay rate, more typical of a line source; hence, the - 1 slope. 

For the neutral plumes, the lateral profiles of ground-level concentration 
had Gaussian forms, even very close to the source (Fig. 8). For example, at 
x= 300 mm (about 3 source diameters), the skewness of the profile was 0.001 
and the kurtosis was 2.97. This reflected the visual observations of an initially 
“compact plume” with a lateral dimension similar to the source size undergo- 
ing considerable meander. The plumes at x = 5000 and 8500 mm were offset 
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Fig. 6. Laminarization of plume over flat terrain at ZJ, =0.5 m/s. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of centerline ground-level concentrations downstream from the source for 
dense ( 0 ) and neutral ( A ) plumes in flat terrain. 
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Fig. 8. Crosswind ground-level concentration distributions for the neutral plume at x= : A, 300; 
q  , 600; 0, 1800; 0, 5000; and V 8500 mm downwind of the source in flat terrain. The lines 
represent best-fit Gaussian curves through the data. 

from the tunnel centerline by 173.6 mm and 124.3 mm, respectively, indicating 
a substantial lateral drift of the plume. A second lateral profile at x = 8500 mm 
taken 35 min later produced a plume with u,, smaller by 4% and an offset of 
only 3.56 mm. The difference in a, reflects the level of repeatability in oY and 
cr, throughout the study, while the substantially different offset indicates the 
possibility of very slow changes in the mean flow pattern in the tunnel. Con- 
siderably smaller offsets were more normally encountered. 

The vertical concentration profiles for the neutral plume (Fig. 9) were not 
Gaussian, but were similar to those obtained from point sources at ground level 
[ 221. Their shapes may be described as a vertical variation of the form 
C/C,,=exp ( -Azn), with no 1.5. 

The dense plume, although producing a longitudinal decay of ground-level 
concentration much the same as the neutral plume, had distinctly different 
shapes of lateral and vetical profiles. The lateral profiles of ground-level con- 
centration (Fig. 10) were very flat-topped with sharp tails, although the sharp- 
ness was less obvious at large distances from the source. The buoyancy-induced 
lateral spreading provided both the lateral uniformity of concentration and the 
sharpness of the lateral edge of the plume, resulting in a kurtosis which was 
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Fig. 9. Vertical concentration distributions for the neutral plume at x= : A, 300; •I ,600; 0,180O; 
0,500O; and V, 8500 mm downwind of the source in flat terrain. 
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Fig. 10. Crosswind ground-level concentration distributions for the dense plume at x = : A, 300; 
0,600; 0,180O; 0,5000; and V, 8500 mm downwind of the source in flat terrain. 
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2.0 at x = 300 mm and 2.45 at x = 5000 mm. A considerably longer fetch would 
be required to regain the Gaussian kurtosis of 3. A lateral profile taken at the 
position of the source center ( and z = 0 mm) indicated a plume that was con- 
siderably wider than the physical source size, with a aY of 53.7 mm. Note that 
a top-hat profile over -52 mm cy< 52 mm has a aY of 52/$= 30.0 mm. 
Another lateral profile at the downstream edge of the source ( x= 52 mm; z = 5 
mm) showed a similar cry of 56.4 mm. 

The vertical concentration profiles for the dense plume appear nearly linear 
when plotted on log-linear axes (Fig. 11) , particularly for x < 2500 mm. This 
variation may be written as C/C,, = exp ( -z/Z), where C,, is the ground-level 
(or maximum) concentration and z is the centroid of the concentration dis- 
tribution. The skewness and kurtosis about z= 0 are typically 2.4 and 6.0 com- 
pared with values of 1.7 and 2.25 for the neutral plume. The cause of the nearly 
exponential decrease of concentration with height in this buoyancy influenced, 
laterally diverging plume is obscure and possibly fortuitous. However, the pro- 
files are substantially different from those of neutral plumes. 

We have characterized the lateral profiles with their standard deviation a,, 
and the vertical profiles with their centroid, Z; The lateral plume width Q, (Fig. 
12) increased very rapidly with x: when the plume was dense compared with 
the development of the neutral plume The difference in the growth rate is most 
marked close to the source; it is insignificant for x > 5000 mm, although it should 
be stressed that even then the lateral profile shapes are distinctly different 
from those of the neutral plumes. 

The centroid sof the vertical profiles is markedly reduced in the dense plume 
(Fig. 13) and the difference in 8 between the dense and neutral plumes con- 
tinues to increase over the entire measurement region. Thus, over the mea- 
surement region, the plume is always influenced by the plume buoyancy. Similar 
observations were made for or (about Z) as for Z; 

3.5 The plumes over the ramp at x = 1800 mm 
For the neutral plume, the ramp had little influence on the ground-level 

concentration on the centerline for x < 1500 mm (Fig. 14). At the base of the 
ramp (X = 1800 mm), there was a reduction in ground-level concentration of 
about 20%. The reduction was about 25% by the top of the ramp and this 
reduction was maintained out to x = 7500 mm. 

The results for the dense-gas plume (also Fig. 14) were superficially similar. 
A smaller reduction of the ground-level concentration was observed at the ramp 
base, but by the top of the ramp, the reduction was 30% and this was subse- 
quently maintained out to x = 7500 mm. 

None of the vertical or lateral profiles of mean concentration had any sig- 
nificant changes in shape due to the ramp, either qualitatively or quantita- 
tively, as measured by the skewness or kurtosis. As a consequence, the plume 
statistics are usefully described by a, and .E For the neutral plume, cr,, was 
increased near the base of the ramp (Fig. 15). The dense plume underwent 
similar widening at the base of the ramp (Fig. 16)) and a subsequent reduction 
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Fig. 11. Vertical concentration distributions for the dense plume at x = : A, 300; •i ,500; 0, 
0,5000; and V ,850O mm downwind of the source in flat terrain. 
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Fig. 19. Comparisons of surface longitudinal concentration distributions for neutral (A) and 
dense ( q  ) plumes in flat terrain (open symbols), and over ramp (filled symbols). Phase IIT: 
ramp begins 600 mm downwind of source. 

in widening as the plume was transported up the slopes, although the effects 
were small and experimental scatter clouds the interpretation. 

The effects on the neutral plume depth as measured by Z (Fig. 17) were 
larger than those on a,,, a result of Zincreasing with streamline divergence and 
also any changes in the turbulent diffusion, whereas aY is only altered by changes 
in turbulent diffusion. The streamline contraction near the ramp top is also 
apparent. Farther downstream, the plume depth remained larger than that in 
the absence of the terrain (unlike the changes in a,). For the dense plume 
(Fig. 18)) similar (but smaller) variations in Z were observed. 

Quantitatively, the changes in CJ~ about 5 were the same as those in Z; a 
further indication that the plume shapes were not altered significantly. 

3.6 The plumes over the ramp at x = 600 mm 
The distance from the source to the ramp base was decreased to a nominal 

600 mm, with the ramp top at x = 1574 mm. With a neutral plume, the ground- 
level concentrations on the centerline were reduced slightly by the ramp at 
x = 300 mm, and by about 30% at the ramp base (Fig. 19). The reduction was 
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about 50% at the ramp crest. The difference in ground-level concentration 
between the flat terrain and the ramp terrain became smaller farther downwind. 

The plume width, aY (Fig. 15)) and centroid, z (Fig. 17)) were both increased 
at x= 300 mm and substantially increased at the ramp base. The a, increase 
was maintained as the plume traveled to the top of the ramp. The plume cen- 
troid grew more slowly over the ramp as the streamlines contracted near the 
ramp top. Note that the comparison has been made at 1800 mm rather than at 
the ramp top (1574 mm) ; the longitudinal profiles indicate that such a com- 
parison is representative of a comparison at the ramp top. 

With the distance between source and ramp reduced to a nominal 600 mm, 
the dense plume was more stable at the position of the ramp base than when 
the ramp base was at X= 1800 mm. The ratio of plume thickness to ramp height 
was also reduced in this case. A stronger interaction between the plume and 
the ramp was therefore anticipated. 

At X= 300 mm (see Figs. 16,18 and 19)) the plume was wider by 30%, with 
no change in z or the maximum ground-level concentration. The width in- 
creased by 37% at the ramp base and Z increased by 56%, but the ground-level 
concentration was virtually unchanged. The lateral plume width increase was 
maintained to the ramp top, while the increase in gwas reduced. The reduction 
in ground-level concentration (compared with flat terrain) occurred between 
the ramp base and top. Farther downstream, the difference between the flat 
and ramp terrain decreased. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Flat terrain 
In flat terrain the lateral profiles of the dense gas plume displayed very little 

variation of mean concentration over the central (major) part of the plume. 
There was no evidence of plume bifurcation at any position and we are confi- 
dent that previous observations of plume bifurcation are more frequently the 
result of the flow around an obstacle at the source [ 231 or from significant 
vertical momentum in the plume at the source. Even at X= 8500 mm, the non- 
Gaussian form of the concentration distribution of this dense gas plume was 
evident, although this may indicate the considerable distance required to alter 
a finite length line source to a Gaussian profile rather than the persistance of 
the buoyancy-driven lateral spreading. 

The lateral growth of the plume results from both the boundary layer tur- 
bulence and a buoyancy-driven flow. A velocity, characteristic of the growth of 
the lateral width of the plume as a result of buoyancy, might by estimated from 

CD 

the pressure differential that drives the lateral flow, i.e., pa s 
g’dz and would be 

0 

03 

of order ( g’dz) ‘I’. 
s 

This may be approximated by (g,,,‘Z) , where 
0 
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TABLE 1 

Lateral growth rate of dense gas plume 

300 0.918 0.466 
600 0.911 0.509 
600 0.878 0.490 

1800 0.743 0.486 
2500 0.709 0.482 
2795 0.689 0.480 
5000 0.742 0.558 
7500 0.645 0.508 
8500 0.645 0.512 

&I =dPmlPa- 1) , pm is the maximum density in the plume and Zis the vertical 
height of the plume centroid. The approximation is exact when the vertical 
profile of density (concentration) is exponential. These velocities are lL8.4, 
7.0, 6.1, 4.8, 4.1 and 3.9 cm/s at x = 300, 600, 1800, 2500, 5000, 7500 and 8500 
mm, respectively, and these should be compared with the friction velocity u, 
of about 5 cm/s. The lateral concentration profiles have sharp edges when 
(g,‘Z) 1’2 > > U, they approach Gaussian shapes when (g,‘Z) 1’2 < < u,. Close 
to the source (when (g,‘Z) ‘I2 > > u, > , the buoyancy-driven flow is dominant 
and produces near uniform ground-level concentrations within the plume and 
sharp plume edges. Our results suggest that (g,‘Z) “2/u,~l demarcates buoy- 
ancy-dominated flows from those dominated by turbulent diffusion (as re- 
gards the lateral growth). 

The rapid growth of the lateral plume width has been correlated with 
LH=LHO+A&1’3~2’3 [ 241. LH is the visual plume width, & a buoyancy length 
scale, and A is a constant. A less subjective measure of the plume width, oY, is 
used in Table 1 with L,,=gO’qO/U~ =3.02 mm to form the parameter 
(o,---o,Wb 1’3~2’3. This parameter decreases with x (at about x-O.l), and we 
suggest that this is a result of the increase in the relevant advection velocity 
as the plume increases in depth. 

A more appropriate choice for the advection velocity (rather than propor- 
tional to U,) would then be the velocity at z=Z. No velocity measurements 
were made within the dense plume. However, if we use the velocity profile 
obtained in the absence of the plume to form _!S$, with U( z = Z) , the parameter 
( 0, - a,,) /Lq’W3 (see Table 1) is 0.50 -t 0.025, with little trend. This cor- 
relation is obviously satisfactory, although this is somewhat surprising at large 
x where the lateral buoyancy-driven flow is becoming less important than tur- 
bulent diffusion. 

The visual plume width was estimated from photographs to be 200 mm at 
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the source, 650 mm at x: = 600 mm and 1040 mm at x = 1800 mm. The ratio of 
visual plume width to or, in the form ( LH - LHO) / ( o,- oyo) is 4.9 at x = 600 
mm and 5.3 at X= 1800 mm. At the two downstream positions, the visually 
determined plume edges are at a concentration about two orders of magnitude 
below the maximum concentration in the profile. In the absence of more data, 
we use 5.0 as a general conversion factor between the quantitative results and 
those from the visualization to obtain & = LHO+2.5Yb1/3~2’3, where 
yi:=go’q,/U3(z=Z). 

The buoyancy-determined lateral plume growth rate of x2j3 appears to hold 
out to a distance in excess of 2800 I,,,. This is smaller than the value of lo* L+, 
suggested by Britter [ 241. However, these early data were taken in a water- 
channel study without surface roughness. Alternatively, the plume growth rate 
was about the same as the growth rate for the neutral plume after about lo3 L.,,. 
Thus, although the largest of these values might be correct, the use of the 
smallest may not lead to significant error. 

In the present study, L+,/D = 2.9 x 10m2, which is not large enough for I+, to 
dominate the physical source size, D, nor small enough for the source size to 
render the plume effectively passive from the source [ 241. Thus, both & and 
D will determine the very near source development of the plume. 

The increased lateral width of the plume (over the source size) was 32 & or 
4.6 Ybr with dp’ based on the arbitrary choice of the velocity at z=lO mm. 
Similarly, the upstream extent of the plume (past the source edge) was about 
20 mm or 6.6 & or 1.0 9”. It is apparent that, when the upstream plume extent 
and the lateral width at the source are correlated with the buoyancy length 
scale, the sensitivity of the buoyancy length scale to the velocity leads to great 
difficulty in determining a useful and relevant reference velocity. 

The shapes of the vertical concentration profiles of the dense gas plumes 
observed in the experiment were surprising. It is usual, in simplistic model 
development, to assume a Gaussian profile ( or one that is more uniform within 
the plume) with a sharp upper interface across which entrainment occurs (e.g., 
see Ref. [ 25 J , p. 138). The observed exponential profile was markedly differ- 
ent from either of these assumed forms. The vertical profiles of mean concen- 
tration are well fitted by exponential profiles for x I 2500 mm and the fits are 
reasonable out to X= 8500 mm. We have no explanation for this particular 
shape in a laterally diverging flow with vertical density gradients of dynamic 
significance. However, similar observations were made in the Burro 9 field 
trials [ 25 ] . 

Our observations indicate that, even at x = 8500 mm, the vertical plume 
growth rate is still influenced by the negative buoyancy. If we speculate that 
the velocity profile is not altered by the dense gas plume, then the local gradient 
Richardson number is given by 
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Ri= _ (g/P) wa4 _K2gm’z 
2 

e_z,f io 1 5 

(au/a2)2 ~42~ 5 

which has a maximum of about 0.1 g,‘g/u’, at z/Z=2. K is von Karman’s 
constant of 0.4. At x = 8500 mm, the maximum local gradient Richardson num- 
ber is 0.07 (using the above estimate): a value large enough to ensure some 
buoyancy effects. Of course, any change in the velocity profile is, of itself, an 
indication of a buoyancy influence on the flow. Thus, the vertical growth rate 
of the plume is still buoyancy influenced at 2800 &,. 

Although the lateral and vertical concentration profiles were dissimilar at 
various downstream positions, a continuity check was attempted by forming 
C,.&JI( z=Z)/q,, where C,, is the maximum concentration at the mid-sec- 
tion. This ratio, evaluated at 7 positions between x = 300 mm and x = 8500 mm, 
had a mean value of 0.227 and a standard deviation of 0.024. Replacing Z with 
CT, (about z= 0) and multiplying the ratio by 27~ gave a mean value of 2.02; a 
value of 2.0 would be appropriate for a Gaussian plume. 

4.2 Ramp terrain 
Both ramps produced a reduction in the ground-level concentration of the 

neutral plume. The plume development was similar in both cases, although 
more marked in the case with the ramp closer to the source. The changes in 
mean velocity and consequent transit times of the plume are considerably larger 
than changes in the absolute magnitude of the turbulence. Our observations 
are consistent with the expectation of an increased lateral or vertical spread 
near the ramp base; the former is principally due to an increased time of travel 
while the latter is also increased by the vertical divergence of the streamlines. 
The greatest change in ground-level concentration has occurred only a short 
distance up the ramp. Thereafter, the reduction is maintained over the ramp. 
Presumably the influence of the ramp (or any topography) will decrease as 
the plume dimension increases. With the ramp at x=600 mm, the height of 
the plume centroid was 0.14 times the ramp height. The ramp produced smaller 
effects when at X= 1800 mm and the height to the plume centroid was 0.26 
times the ramp height. Very similar results were obtained for a ground-level 
point source 1600 mm upstream of the ramp base [ 151. 

Only slight effects of the terrain on the dense gas plume were evident in the 
first ramp study. The parameter u?/g,‘zsuggested by Fay and Ranck [ lo] was 
0.50 in this case, which is substantially larger than the slope of 0.25. More 
significant terrain effects were produced in the second study, where u?/g,‘Z 
was somewhat smaller (0.41) . Note that u, is that of the neutral boundary 
layer, which may be larger than that under the dense gas plume or near the 
base of the ramp, but smaller than that at or near the ramp top. Note also that 
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g,‘Z was determined at the position of the ramp base in the absence of the 
ramp. 

Unlike the neutral plume, there was little, if any, increased dilution of the 
plume (caused by the ramp) at the ramp base, although the plume was strongly 
distorted in the lateral and vertical directions. The reduced mean velocity at 
the ramp base and consequent increase in plume travel time to reach the ramp 
base allows greater lateral spreading of the plume. The very small increase in 
plume dilution may indicate some plume stabilization in this region of de- 
creased velocity shear. Most of the increased plume dilution occurs as the wider 
plume travels to the top of the ramp. A simple interpretation of this flow is 
that the lower ambient velocities near the ramp base allow increased lateral 
spreading and the plume then behaves as if emanating from a line source as it 
moves to the top. 

It was initially surprising that the dense plumes did not widen considerably 
once on the ramp. However, over much of the ramp, the ambient velocity is 
increasing toward the top. A change in advection velocity such as this must 
lead to a reduction in the lateral growth rate of the plume. The criterion de- 
veloped by Ellison and Turner [ 51 to reverse a two-dimensional plume on a 
slope may be reinterpreted (with some approximation) as uz/gm’ Z2 0.05; this 
is only weakly dependent upon slope. In the present experiments, this criterion 
would only be approached at, or very close to, the source. Britter [ 261 found 
that CJ C&q,/ W) ‘I3 and Z/H were able to correlate the interaction of a dense 
gas plume from an area source encountering a two-dimensional fence (or 90” 
ramp). W was the visually determined plume width at the fence position (in 
its absence) and H was the fence height. Using W=5a,, the parameter 
~c0/(&‘40/W) ‘I3 was 6.2 for the fence at x=600 mm and 7.1 for the fence at 
X= 1800 mm. The respective height ratios were 0.05 and 0.13. For the same 
parameters, he found a substantial increase in plume width (greater than a 
factor of 3) before the plume surmounted the fence. This may be a consequence 
of the greater velocity reductions (and flow separation) upstream of the fence 
when compared with the 14" ramp. 

It is appropriate now to review what is meant by terrain or slope influence. 
The two-dimensional experiments of Ellison and Turner [ 51 were in an in- 
clined channel. The slope, of itself, would not influence the velocity field. Their 
experiment addressed the direct influence of the plume’s negative buoyancy in 
producing a force down the slope to accelerate or decelerate the plume and the 
influence of the density stratification on turbulent mixing (entrainment). 
However, for flow over complex terrain, the terrain changes the mean and 
turbulent velocity fields. In this ramp experiment, the terrain feature had little 
direct influence on the dense gas plume; the principal influence was the mod- 
ification of the velocity field within which the plume was immersed. 

Our visualization of the flow at a free-stream velocity of 0.5 m/s, though an 
unsatisfactory flow with obvious viscous effects, showed a significant direct 
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influence of the slope on the plume; the plume would not travel up the slope in 
the along-wind direction. 

4.3 Implications for fluid modeling 
This study did not model any particular situation, but we may consider the 

implications of our observations for the modeling of dense gas dispersion. 
For both negatively and positively buoyant plumes, fluid modeling of prob- 

lems that are frequently encountered requires operation of wind tunnels or 
water channels at very low velocities. This reduction, essentially in the Rey- 
nolds number, produces difficulties in maintaining controlled turbulent flows. 
The very strong density gradients associated with dense gas plumes further act 
to inhibit turbulence and make the flow even more prone to the influence of 
Reynolds number. As a result, fluid modeling of a dense gas plume is generally 
more contentious than a comparable positively buoyant release. A small ben- 
efit is that the dense gas plume remains within a region of the boundary layer 
about which more is known than for the positively buoyant release. 

The relevant dimensionless groups for modeling a steady release of a dense 
gas are .V/g,‘L, q,,/UL2, pJp,, various geometrical ratios and boundary con- 
ditions and two groups dependent upon fluid properties, the Reynolds number 
UL/v and the Peclet number UL/B (v is the kinematic viscosity and 9 is the 
mass diffusivity) . The complete velocity field is specified in terms of the ve- 
locity scale U and length scale L. 

Pragmatic fluid modeling relies on the insensitivity of turbulent diffusion 
and dispersion to the Reynolds and Peclet numbers,prouided they exceed some 
critical values. It is, therefore, imperative that any Reynolds number depen- 
dence of the flow be minimized; we will show later that this is a more severe 
constraint than that on the Peclet number. Large Reynolds numbers require 
large models and large velocities, in conflict with modeling U’/g,‘L at small 
scales. 

Broadly speaking, an inadequate Reynolds number will make itself obvious 
by causing the plume to laminarize; it is a contentious point whether a full- 
scale plume will laminarize if the plume stability is large enough. What we wish 
to avoid is plume laminarization in a model (assisted by the smaller Reynolds 
number ) , when it would not have occurred at a larger scale. A laboratory plume 
that has laminarized will not model a full-scale plume that is also laminar. 
Thus observation of a laminar or laminar-like plume in the model negates the 
validity of the modeling. 

If plume entrainment becomes very small in a fluid model, the plume dilu- 
tion will be influenced by molecular diffusion. To ensure that molecular dif- 
fusion is negligible, a large Peclet number must be maintained. As the turbulent 
diffusion is inhibited by the density gradients in the plume (and turbulent 
velocities have often been found to vary inversely with a Richardson number 
[ 271) , the variables Pe/Ri= U3/g’9 2 1500 or Pe*/Ri* = u3*/g’ 9 2 0.2 have 
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been used to ensure negligible influence of molecular diffusion [ 281. This is a 
reasonable modeling criterion; however, practically, molecular diffusion is un- 
likely to be of consequence in a model unless the plume has laminarized and 
the entrainment has fallen to zero. That is, provided the plume is turbulent 
and not laminar, it is unlikely that any Peclet number criterion will be violated. 
Similar arguments were put forth by Snyder [ 181. 

The limited velocity measurements available to us and the comparison of 
the dispersion at U, = 0.95 m/s and at a wind speed four times that indicates 
a rough-wall turbulent boundary layer with little, if any, Reynolds number 
influence. The source flow rate of 30000 cm3/min of CO2 produced a plume 
that showed significant dense gas behavior, did not appear to be influenced by 
molecular viscosity or mass diffusivity and was of a vertical and lateral extent 
that allowed investigation of the plume concentration patterns in detail, over 
both flat and ramp terrain. 

Reduction of the free-stream velocity to a nominal 0.75 m/s led to a slight 
plume laminarization, while an even greater reduction to 0.5 m/s produced a 
clear laminarization of the plume. Assuming that the boundary layer was still 
turbulent (though not necessarily with a fully aerodynamically rough wall), it 
is apparent that this wind-tunnel plume was strongly influenced by molecular 
properties and would, therefore, be an inappropriate model of a larger scale 
flow. Note that this comment is quite separate from the possibility of the strong 
density gradient inhibiting turbulence in both model and at larger scale, in- 
dependent of viscosity. 

Thus we conclude that the present study with U, = 0.95 m/s is a valid model 
(with no additional uncertainties over those present in the modeling of passive 
releases) of a dense gas release in an atmospheric boundary layer using U2/g’ L, 
q,,/UL’ and pO/p, as the modeling parameters. The boundary layer is believed 
to be Reynolds-number independent. 

With a fixed U and L in the model, the boundary layer structure may be 
internally changed (u, and z,) by altering the surface roughness. An increase 
in the surface roughness presents no difficulties. However, a reduction of sur- 
face roughness may lead to a smooth wall boundary layer with z,+~/lO u,. The 
existence of a viscously dominated sublayer of thickness 10 V/U, must be rec- 
ognized, and a plume of comparable thickness would not be a valid modelo. 
Conversion of U2/go’ L qo/UL2 andp,/p, to their full-scale values ( at a nominal 
scale ratio of 1:lOOO) from the present study gives large full-scale velocities 
and source flow rates. Presuming that any model flow rates less than that used 
here will produce plumes with reduced influence of their (reduced) negative 
buoyancy, the required Reynolds number for Reynolds-number independence 
will be smaller. That is, a turbulent plume is unlikely to laminarize when the 
source flow rate of dense gas is reduced. The crucial difficulty is the large full- 

eed that is modeled; in this case the full-scale wind speed is 
1000=30 m/s at z=(r, and 15.6 m/s at z=lO m. 
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With our reluctance to reduce the wind tunnel speed below 0.95 m/s, a mod- 
eling distortion must be considered and two possibilities are: 

(a) Source density ratio: Relaxation of the source density ratio p,/p, is valid 
under the Boussinesq approximation provided (pJp,- 1) is small compared 
with unity in model and at full-scale. Neff and Meroney [ 291 found that ex- 
periments with (p,,/p, - 1) = 0.79 and 1.59 were equivalent, but different from 
those at 0.22,0.37 and 0.50. This surprising result was later attributed to mo- 
lecular diffusion effects [ 301 at the small wind-tunnel speeds used 
(Pe*/Ri*IO.2). C om ining the known correctness of the Boussinesq approx- b 
imation at small (PO/p, - 1) and the observations by Neff and Meroney [ 291 
(that (p,/p, - 1) = 0.79 was equivalent to that for 1.59) gives confidence that 
the source density ratio may be relaxed over a wide range of (pJp,- 1) . This 
may not be valid for instantaneous releases of height comparable to horizontal 
dimension; that flow is strongly affected by the initial collapse of the cloud, 
and the density ratio will be important initially, particularly for large density 
differences. 

Relaxation of the source density ratio could, using readily available gases, 
accommodate a change in g,,’ by a factor of order 10. Using this ratio to our 
advantage allows the full-scale wind speed being modeled to reduce to 
0.95x (1000/10)‘~2=9.5 m/s at z=d, and to 5.0 m/sat z= 10 m. Of course, the 
range of initial source densities is more restrictive. 

(b) Length scale distortion: Many of the variables that characterize the near- 
wall region of a rough-wall turbulent boundary layer (e.g., the mean velocity) 
scale on distance from the wall rather than the boundary-layer depth. If all the 
variables scaled on wall distance, then the boundary layer could be used for 
any length scale ratio between model and full-scale. The use of a smaller length 
scale ratio, say, 1:lOO rather than l:lOOO, can extent the range of full-scale 
situations that may be modeled. The full-scale velocity becomes 
0.95 x @=9.5 m/s at z= 6 or 7.2 m/s at z= 10 m. Combination of the length- 
scale distortion and distortion of the source density ratio gives full-scale veloc- 
ities of 3.0 m/s at z= 6 and 2.3 m/s at z= 10 m. A reduced length-scale distor- 
tion restricts the spatial extent that can be modeled in any facility. This 
distortion does not model the longitudinal and lateral turbulent velocity fluc- 
tuations at boundary-layer depth scales. These scales are of less consequence 
for the dense gas plumes, where plume meandering is not as significant as it is 
for a neutral plume. Meroney [ 30 ] reported good agreement using a 1:85 model 
in a boundary layer that would have been more correctly used with a far larger 
scale ratio. If, even with these distortions, the full-scale cannot be modeled, 
then investigation of modeling at reduced tunnel velocities might be cautiously 
attempted. 

5. Conclusions 

1. Extensive experimental data have been obtained for a dense gas plume 
with significant buoyancy effects but one which was apparently uninfluenced 
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by molecular properties. The longitudinal decay of the ground-level concen- 
tration was similar to that for a passive release, although the plume shapes 
were quite different. The dense plumes were much wider and flatter than the 
passive plumes. When (g,‘Z) Ii2 > u*, the buoyancy-driven lateralvelocity pro- 
duced near-uniform ground-level concentrations across the plume; when 
(g,‘Z) ‘I2 < u*, ambient turbulence produced a more diffuse edge. Surprisingly, 
the vertical concentration profiles were nearly exponential, quite distinct from 
Gaussian or top-hat shapes. 

2. The net effect of the dense gas plume encountering a 14’ ramp was a slight 
reduction in the ground-level concentration (about 30% when the ramp was 
7.7 ramp heights downstream of the source, and about 40% when the ramp was 
2.6 ramp heights downstream). The reductions were similar to those found for 
neutral plumes; however, the mechanism of concentration reduction was quite 
different in the two cases. In both cases, increased turbulence contributed to 
increased dilution of the plumes. In the case of the neutral plume, most of the 
increased dilution occurred a very short distance up the slope, and this increase 
was maintained as the plume travelled to the top. In the case of the dense gas 
plume, the primary mechanism was the increased travel time, which allowed 
greater lateral spreading of the plume due to its negative buoyancy; little di- 
lution had occurred at the ramp base, but most occurred as the plume was 
transported to the top of the slope. 

3. The main effect of the ramp was to alter the velocity field in which the 
dense gas plume was developing rather than a direct influence of the ramp 
slope on the plume. 

4. Non-distorted fluid modeling restricts, unsatisfactorily, the range of full- 
scale situations that may be modeled with confidence. Distorted modeling ex- 
tends this range to include useful parameter ranges. 
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